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We discuss the development of a physics-based, coarse-grained molecular model and its subsequent application to in silico functional investigation. Such models overcome shortcomings
of both sequence-based bioinformatics (no physics) and molecular dynamics simulations (large
CPU requirements, therefore sampling issues) as an integrative approach. We demonstrate this
claim by showing: capabilities to investigate macromolecular thermodynamics [here: assembly of the bacterial ribosome1 ] integrating information into the physical realm [here HIV protease2 and drug resistance3 ] We discuss also further (technical) advantages: the computations
are highly parallelizable, allow for high-throughput screening, and can be integrated with an
information driven analysis technique4 .

1 Introduction
Understanding protein-protein interactions, signaling pathways, protein dynamics, and
biomolecular mechanics in general is of uttermost importance in systems biology and in
all areas of life science.. Proof of the great use of mathematical modeling of signalingnetworks are well known, e.g. the work by Lee et.al. on the Wnt signaling for oncogenesis5 .
To this end established protocols rely on off-the-shelf bioinformatics algorithms such
as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and other machine learning approaches to investigate
e.g. the vertices in interaction networks. It was, however, noted for example by Albert6
that most computationally derived protein-protein-interactions networks show too many
false positives. This can be attributed to several drawbacks of statistical modelling as
the underlying theory of sequence-based bioinformatic procedures such as HMMs: these
bioinformatics models are ’local’ in the sense that they not necessarily take into account
multi-amino-acids correlations - a property that contributes to recognition and structural
stability as recently re-confirmed by the Plotkin lab7 .
Molecular dynamics8 on the other hand allows for the detailed investigation of physical and chemical properties. The high computational costs are the major drawback of
this approach: it is – despite exponential progress in hardware and software – still impossible to simulate large number of protein mutants, although such databases are routinely
investigated by sequence-based algorithms.
Now reduced molecular models allow to bridge the gap between pure sequence-focused
bioinformatics and the detailed molecular biophysics – allowing for real in silicio structural
& functional proteomics and derivation of the above mentioned interaction networks due
to the fast computation of reduced (thermo-)dynamics in those models. These models take
into account physical interactions and their effects such as binding stability or responses
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to perturbations of the protein’s structure. Both the elimination of false positives and the
inclusion of potential, not yet detected interactions will help to derive more precise protein
interaction networks, perform myriads of thought experiments, and allow therefore the
functional characterisation of the underlying genomes.

2 Reduced Molecular Models
Interactions within biomolecules are usually modelled with sohphisticated force-fields and
contain various terms such as Lennard-Jones-potentials, electrostatics, hydrogen-bonding
etc. For small perturbations such a full potential can be expanded to second order in
a Taylor expansion, which then poses the problem of diagonalizing a quadratic form9 .
Eigenmovements and eigenfrequencies are then easily determined. Tirion10 was the first
to investigate the resulting dynamics. Extensions with respect to anisotropy11, extended
thermodynamics12, or non-linear conformational transitions13 were introduced in recent
years.

3 Applications
3.1 Protein Aggregation Network in the Ribosome
Using Micheletti’s Self-Consistent-Pair-Contact-Potential iteration scheme12 we investigated the influence of the presence or absence of ribosomal proteins and pairs of them on
the binding affinities of the others1 . This is a protocol suitable for general biomolecular
formation processes. For the organism T. thermophilus we found that the assembly map is
in very good agreement with the experimental known one for E. coli. This study examplifies: reduced molecular models can be used in multiscale-investigations and enable one to
derive computationally protein-protein-interaction networks.

3.2 Amino-Acid-Mutation Network in the HIV1-Protease
We were furthermore able to parameterize reduced models to incorporate effects of mutated amino acids2 . Using this system we investigated the origin of the drug resistance
mechanism of the V82F-I84V-mutant of HIV1-protease (induced increase of flexibility in
protein-substructures). By computing ”hybrid” mutants with systemtically changed wildtype-like and mutant-like interactions one can reveal the mechanism: this particular mutation weakens the interaction at the ”joints” of the protease-dimer. With this we have shown
for the first time that a functional annotation of mutation events is possible. Continuing
this work we applied the method to some 40,000 mutants3 and correlated the changes in
the protein mechanics to the stability in sequence space. The dimerization interface in the
protease turned out to be an interesting target for new protease inhibitors: it has a large influence on the efficient molecular dynamics, while at the same time there are evolutionary
barriers so that drug resistance evolution is repressed.
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4 Concluding Remarks
We have motivated a new approach to cope with shortcomings of well-established and
widely known algorithms in computational biology: sequence-based bioinformatics (no
insight into the molecular biophysics) and molecular dynamics (prohibitive high computational costs). With such reduced molecular models it is possible to merge the information
space of genomes with the physical realm of proteomes - thus allowing for physical underpinning of molecular systems biology.
Two examples illustrate the usefullness of this approach: the assembly network of
proteins in the ribosome and the amino-acid network during evolution of drug resistance.
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